
TERM 1, 2020
NEWSLETTER

WELCOME TO 
TERM 1 2020!

We have recently rolled out a Customer Portal, where you can see which classes your
child/ren are booked in to, self report absences, book in makeup classes and see all of your
financial history. There are apps avaliable for both Apple and Android. Please email the office
(office@wodenvalley.net) if you would like to be re-sent the link to set the portal up.
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FROM THE OFFICE:
Welcome to all of our new families to our wonderful club community! 



Welcome back to WVGC for 2020. We are looking forward

to a year of learning and growing all whilst keeping our

focus on fundamentals, friendship, fitness and fun. 2019

concluded with our inaugural Club Showcase and Awards

Day, an event that celebrated all our Gymsports and our

members achievements and contributions for 2019. It was

so rewarding to see how gymnastics brings so much joy to

so many people in our community of all ages and abilities.

It is because of this that I love being part of this inspiring

sport and look forward to serving the WVGC community

moving forward. 

 

 
At WVGC we spend a lot of time and resources developing and supporting our coaches to

reach the highest standards of coaching available to them. This year we are investing even

more on coach development. Many of our coaches traveled to NSW to attend Coaches

Congress in January. They presented some of what they learnt to their peers at our mini club

congress. Our Education and Compliance Manager Katrina works hard to ensure that our

coaches are meeting industry standards, as well as  reaching out to the community to bring in

relevant experts to assist in the advancement of our coach’s knowledge. Mentoring plays an

important role at WVGC.

 

You will notice that we have several junior coaches who will be assisting various classes

throughout the weeks. It is important to allow them the opportunity to work across all levels

and programs to ensure they have a broad knowledge and can benefit from different

coaching styles. Seeing a coach start as a beginner and progress to working independently is

very rewarding for our senior coaches. We enjoy watching them develop as much as we enjoy

seeing our gymnasts achieve.

 

Some of our Gymnasts and Coaches are training hard for upcoming competitions. Seeing them

working hard on new skills or mastering skills is why we do what we do, no matter the level or

Gymsport. Make sure you give them a cheer or a pat on the back if you see them training hard

and achieving their goals.

 

Please feel free to contact me at any time, if you feel the need naomi@wodenvalley.net

Inclusions and Gymsport Director  Update

L-R Matt (General Manager),
Naomi (Gymsports Director),

Andrew (Club President)

Hello Everyone!



Hi from Denmark! 

 

We are four weeks into the F20 semester and I am settling back in after

the Christmas break. On the 25th of January I travelled to Aarhus to

support two of Ollerup's TeamGym teams, competing in the first round of

competition for the season. It was an amazing experience to watch and

see the level of skill the teams possess. It was unlike any gymnastics

competitions I have seen in Australia and has given me many inspirations

for when I return to WVGC. 

 

 

 

General Manager Update

Welcome to a new year at WVGC, the staff are excited about building on a great 2019

and there is plenty happening at the club throughout 2020. We have begun the foyer

renovation project. The renovations will provide better access, elevated seating, more

space for viewing along with some changes to the kitchen and office. I would like to

thank the WVGC Committee for the great work on our strategic plan and refreshing our

current constitution. Good luck to our National Squads who have started their

competition season and will continue over the next couple of months.

Kaity Reedy update from Denmark

This week is a special week, instead of usual classes we have been looking back at what Danish gymnastics and

Ollerup were like in the past. We have experienced what typical mens and womens gymnastics was like, learned

folk dances and played farmers games. All 250 students also participated in a photo shoot, replicating some of

the old black and white photos taken at Ollerup over the last 100 years. The week will end with a massive

weekend celebrating OD-Day, where past students return with their gymnastics teams for an entire day of

gymnastics displays. I will be on first aid duty for the day and I am looking forward to watching the performances

for more inspiration to bring home with me!

 

In a few weeks will be travelling to Norway for a week long skiing trip. I have never tried skiing before so I am

excited for that new experience!

 



STAFF CHRISTMAS PARTY

We had our annual staff Christmas party mid December. Naomi organised a fun night of games and activities
for everyone and a great time was had by all. It was so nice for all the coaches, admin and management staff
to catch up in a social  setting and get to know each other outside of the gym. 



KINDNESS TREE 2019



Congratulations to all of Coaches of the Year:
WAG: Claudia Garner

MAG: Oliver Turner
GFA: Clare Maguire

State Levels : Abiah Bull
KG: Shuang Li

Inclusions: Jerushah Bull
Tramp: Vivienne Watts

Acro: Rachel Brooks
Overall Coach of the Year: Jaclyn Luck

2019 STAFF AWARDS



INAGURAL SHOWCASE 2019

Thank you to everyone that attended our first ever end of year Showcase! The attendance and enthusiasm
from everyone was so fantastic! it was wonderful for every program to come together under one roof and 
 show everyone what they had been working on all year. We are adding it to our calendar as a yearly event,
and this year we will have a new foyer and bleacher seating to enjoy. 

2019 Athlete Awards
At the Inagural Showcase we also introduced an annual athlete awards. The Gymnasts of the Year were

given to those who earned the best resluts for the year and the Athlete Awards were decided by our

coaches to those who showed the best attitude in training in 2019. Congratulations to everyone who

received an award!

Amelia H 
WAG Junior Athlete 2019

Darcy W
WAG Intermediate Athlete 2019

Jenna F
WAG Senior Athlete 2019

Dimitri T
MAG Junior Athlete 2019

Lachlan S
MAG Intermediate Athlete 2019

Harry P
MAG Senior Athlete 2019



ATHLETE AWARDS 2019

Chloe U
TRAMP Junior Athlete 2019

Hugo M
TRAMP Intermediate Athlete 2019

Sam B
TRAMP Senior Athlete 2019

Chloe V
ACRO Junior Athlete 2019

Kate B
ACRO Senior Athlete 2019

Chloe G
GFA Inclusions Athlete 2019

Jess B, Monique J (not pictured Steph S)
ACRO Team of 2019

Sophie G
State Gymnast of 2019

Claire F
WAG Gymnast of 2019

David K
MAG Gymnast of 2019

Pauline Moseley
Life Member

Andrew Collins
Club Member of the Year 



Happy New Year! 

We have an exciting year ahead of us with the Tokyo Olympics fast

approaching. We are sure that both gymnasts and coaches will be

very motivated and inspired throughout the year. 

In December 2019 at the MAG end of year event, the gymnasts had

the opportunity to learn how to make spring roll from one of our very

talented parents. They boys had a great time and made some

delicious spring rolls. With the competition season fast approaching,

our Senior MAG Gymnasts (Level 6+) will be the first to compete. All

gymnasts have been working hard over the last few months and

taking full advantage of the quieter gym throughout the Summer

Holidays.

Gymnasts have been working hard to both upgrade skills along with

mastering their skills in preparation for the upcoming competition

season. David is one of our highest competing gymnasts as he is

competing Level 10 this year. David started his gymnastics career at

the age of 6 at Southern Canberra Gymnastics Club before moving to

Woden Valley in October of 2017. David’s gymnastics career

started within the recreational program before being invited into the

competitive program. In 2020, a personal goal of David’s is to make

the ACT Team for the National Championships followed by, scoring

high enough to be selected onto the Australian Team and participate

within his first International Event. 

Jeremy is our other highest competing gymnast, competing Level 10

this year. Jeremy’s gymnastics career started at Southern Canberra

Gymnastics Club before also moving to Woden Valley in October

2017. Jeremy started within the Kindergym Program at the age

of 3 before being invited within the competitive program at the age

of 5. In 2020, a personal goal of Jeremy’s is to make the ACT Team for

the National Championships followed by, winning a medal within

this competition. 

Jonathan is competing Level 9 U17 this year. Jonathan’s gymnastics

career started at Woden Valley within our Kindergym program at the

age of 5. After being invited into our competitive program we are

excited to see Jonathan compete as one of our Senior Gymnasts. In

2020, a personal goal of Jonathan’s is to continue to upgrade his

skills and enjoy competing.  We have three gymnasts

who are moving into our Senior MAG program. Harry, Josh and Patrick

are aiming to start their first Senior competition in Level 7. All three

boys started gymnastics at Woden Valley within our Kindergym

Program followed by progressing through our Competitive Program.

Harry’s personal goal for 2020 is to remember where his feet are and

to land on them. Josh’s personal goal is to place among the top 3

gymnasts for Level 7 within the ACT. Patrick’s goal for 2020 is to

regain all his skills after badly breaking his arm in late 2019.

Best of luck to all our Senior MAG Gymnasts we hope you perform to

the best of your ability. You are all fantastic role models for all of

our younger gymnasts. 

MAG

Jeremy (left) and David with our MAG
Head Coach Quiang

Harry, Josh and Patrick





MINI CONGRESS

Our Coaches spent the last Sunday before Term 1 went back updating their knowledge at our annual Mini
Congress. They learned about the needs of students with ADHD and Autism, did several workshops on new

research surrounding flexibility, learned the intricacies of several fundamental gymnastics skills and
participated in team building exercises. Thank you to all of our gymnasts for volunteering  your time

demonstrating and thank you to all the coaches for your enthusiasm. At WVGC we will always strive to keep
evolving and improving to deliver the strongest programs possible. 



Happy New Year!
 
Back in November 2019, WVGC had 3 of our Level 7 gymnasts
(Alice, Claire and Charlotte) make the ACT Team for the Trans Bass
Competition. Their coach Tommy was also selected as the ACT
Level 7 coach for the competition. Trans Bass is hosted by
Gymnastics Victoria and acts as their Junior State Championships.
ACT had an amazing competition with the team placing 1st and
Claire becoming the Level 7 All Around Champion. Well done girls!
 
As we are rapidly moving into our 2020 Senior Competition Season
our gymnasts have been training really hard perfecting skills and
taking full advantage of a less busy gym over the school holidays.
 
Jenna is our most Senior WAG Gymnast, she is aiming to compete
Level 10 by the end of this year. She has been training at Woden
Valley since she was 2 years old, starting in our Kindergym
Program. She was then invited into our Development Group and
worked her way up through the levels with Xiaoli as her coach
since she was 7 years old. Jenna was the ACT Level 9 Beam
Champion in 2019. Jenna’s personal goal for 2020 is to qualify for
the ACT Team for National Championships in May.
 
 
Alice, Clare, Charlotte and Charlotte are competing Level 8 this
year. Alice (Jenna's sister) started gymnastics at the age of 3 at
Woden Valley gymnastics Club in our Kindergym program. Alice’s
aim for 2020 season is to successfully perform her beam routine
and  qualify for Nationals by becoming a member of the ACT State
Team. 
 
Claire also started gymnastics at the age of 3 at Woden Valley in
our Kindergym program. Claire’s aim for 2020 is connect two
backflips in a row on the on high beam (which she has already
achieved, well done!). 
 
Charlotte H started gymnastics at the age of 3 in Sydney in a
Kindergym program. She moved to Canberra 8 years ago joining
our Recreational Program, moving into our National Program
around 6 months later. Charlotte’s aim for 2020 is to qualify for
National Championships.
 
Charlotte B statered gymnastics at the age of 6 in our
Recreational Program. Sh moved into our National Program when
she was 7 in Level 2 working her way up through the WAG levels.
Charlotte’s aim for 2020 is to qualify for National Championships
and to compete a Tsukahara vault  (a half turn off the springboard
onto the vault table, then a push backwards into a somersault). 
 
Best of luck to all of our Senior WAG Gymnasts in their upcoming
Competition Season. 
 

WAG



Jenna

Charlotte B

Charlotte H

AliceClaire

MEET OUR WAG SENIOR GYMNASTS



Term 4 of Kindergym 2019
 The KinderGym Program has had a very busy Term 4, with many new gymnasts entering the program, and many
others (sadly) completed their final year!
 

 
Our themes for Term 4 2019 were: 

 
Dr. Seuss, 

Occupations, 
ABC 4
KIDS, 

Dancing
Christmas! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Themes are a wonderful way to encourage the use of imaginative play, connect coaches, gymnasts and grown-
ups, and creates a fun, friendly environment. This encourages the development of all the physical and social
skills needed to be the best our gymnasts can be. 
 
For a participant in our Kindergym Program we believe in developing the whole person. Our circuits and activities
are designed to simulate the brain as well as the body, we call this 'neuronastics'. 
 
Our neuronastic focus this term was achieving a midline cross. This is any movement that requires both the left
and right side of the brain to work together simultaneously. 
 
 
Our skill focus was to develop the base of a cartwheel. This was paired with midline crossing activities, which
builds a strong understanding of the fundamental cartwheel movement. Additionally, there was a large focus on
developing the "bunny tuck". This skill develops crucial upper body strength and when 
developed, help's children to understand basic weight transference.  
 
 

 
This Term, our 3 main DMP's are:

 
Rotation; involving any form of rolling & twisting. 
Static; involving the body holding/balancing in a position for a short period of time, and
 Locamotion; involving any movement the body uses to travel from point A to point B
     
To celebrate the end of year and upcoming holidays, Kindergym children helped spot a large sack hanging from
the roof, at the end of each class, they brought it down and were gifted with a CD. This CD contained a playlist of
20 children friendly songs, which related to the 20 different themes we incorporated over the year. Please
contact Kiara, our Program Coordinator if you were enrolled in Term 4 of 2019 and missed out. 
 
Lastly, the club would like to congratulate all children/families whom have completed their final year of the
Kindergym program in 2019! We wish families the best of luck in their transition to Kindergarten, and we hope to
see everyone go onto the next step of their gymnastics journey as Minis.

KINDERGYM



KINDERGYM COME AND TRY DAY!!
 

Just before Term 1 2020 commenced we held a Come and Try Day for our

Kindergym aged children. It was a very fun (and very hot ) day, and we

managed to meet 85 new Kindnergymmers, many of which have begun their

journeys in gymnastics! 

 



Woden Valley Gymnastics Club Management  Committee Term 1 2020
 

2019 was a great year for the Club and the Committee would like to congratulate all gymnasts, coaches and
support people for their efforts; showcased at the wonderful Gala on Saturday 7th December. Well done
everyone!
 

THE  2019 COMMITTEE  PLAN
 
1.Develop a Strategic Plan for 2020 – 2025 The Survey is being used to produce a draft early 2020.  
   
2. Oversee the Proposed Front Foyer changes. The ACT Property Group / Sport Australia’s Move It AUS Grant funds
have now been released to WVGC and meetings are being held with the architects and structural engineer to
produce some preliminary plans for the new front foyer area.
 
3. Oversee the spending of the  three other Grants
i. The Stronger Communities Fund to purchase of a new trampoline plus the IT and security upgrades -
ACQUITTED; 
ii. The ACT Sport and Recreation Women in Leadership Grant to support Professional Development for young
female coaches plus fund an acro-dance program to re-engage female teenage gymnasts and dancers -
ACQUITTED; 
iii.The New Building Extension is now CANCELLED by Sport Australia’s Move IT AUS as requirements of the ACT
government have changed.
 
4. Review the WVGC Constitution - Partially completed. Due early 2020.
 
5. Review Gymnastics Policies and have them available for members. Partially completed. Due early 2020
 
6. Review Fundraising for WVGC. The fundraising policy has been rewritten.

 
THE  COMMITTEE

 
 

President        Andrew Collins                       Vice President             Ross Lederhose
 
Secretary        Kathy Anderson                     Treasurer                       Gary Fisk
 
Member           Laurel Loftus                           Member                          Sally McLean
 
Member          Wendy Durran
 
 
 
 

 Gary Fisk - Treasurer.  I’ve been associated with WVGC for about 12 years - with my two     
 daughters starting in Kindergym, moving into pre-Nationals, and now training in senior WAG  
group under Head Coach Xiaoli and Tommy

COMMITTEE



COMMITTEE

2019  WVGC  COMMITTEE  GENERAL  BUSINESS
 

 1.Contracts have been written and put in place for the General Manager, the Gymsports Director, 
 Administration and Communications Manager, Permanent coaches and Casual Coaches.
 
 2. Finances  Review of 2019 Budget and Quarterly financial statements.
 
3. Reports have been received and reviewed from Management Staff regarding Program and Staff Performance
reviews; Expectations of and for coaching staff; Gymnast development through available programs; Office
procedures; GACT Meetings; Fees review; Program staffing. 
 
 4. Requirements from the WVGC Constitution, ACT Incorporated Associations and Gymnastics Australia have
 been completed.
 
5. All minutes signed and filed at WVGC Office. These are available from secretary@wodenvalley.net to any
member on request.   
 
6. Coach’s payment increases have been noted and subsequent fee increases of 3% for most programs and 5%
increases for Nationals and International Trampolining Programs have been ratified.
 
7. Attendance at Community meetings relevant to WVGC.
 
 

2020  WVGC COMMITTEE  MEETINGS
 
 

These are held every second Tuesday of the month from 6 pm to 8 pm at the Grant Cameron Offices
 next to the gym. All WVGC Members are welcome to attend as observers. Please see the next meeting Agenda
where we will review the Strategic Plan for 2020 -2025.
Agenda of WVGC Committee Meeting
March 10th 2020 6 pm - 8 pm Grant Cameron Centre
 
1.    Attendance:
2.    WVGC  STRATEGIC  PLAN 2020 – 2025
3.    Minutes of the Previous Meeting/s:
4.    Business arising from the Minutes of the Previous Meeting:
5.    Reports
a.    Executive Manager Update:
b.    Gymsports Director Update:
6.    Reviews: Constitution, Policies, Calendar, Budget
7.    General Business:
8.    ACTION REGISTER:
9.    Next Meeting:



The Schools Program had an extremely productive Term 4,

with over 250 students participating in gymnastics sessions! 

 

We worked with Cranleigh School, Canberra Montessori

School, St Judes ELC and Telopea Park School, teaching age

appropriate skills to children 3 to 16 years old. 

 

Bringing Gymnastics to Schools is so important as it is fully

inclusive, stimulates all types of learning styles, and gets

students actively moving during class time. Children are

encouraged to work together and each session can be linked

directly to the Australian Physical Literacy Framework. 

 

Within the Schools Program, there are many other

Gymsports students can participate in alongside

gymnastics. The club offers Team Gym/ Performance,

Acrobatics, Free G, Kindergym, Enable Gymnastics and

more.  

 

Please email schools@wodenvalley.net if you would like to

have gymnastics in your child's school in 2020! 

 

(Pictured: Telopea Park Year 7&8's with coaches Rosi and

Craig after their TeamGym Performance and Montessori

School participating in their class)

SCHOOLS



Trampoline Classes:
 

WVGC trampolining started off with a bang in 2020! For the first time ever, WVGC ran recreational trampoline
classes during the school holidays. Our recreational trampoline holiday classes have been a big success with
lots of new athletes coming through and trying out trampolining.

 
Term 1, 2020 is already shaping up to be an excellent term for trampolining with lots of new and returning
athletes ready to get stuck in and start learning. WVGC's recreational trampolinists will spend Term 1 bouncing,
twisting and saulting. There are new skills, passes and routines to learn and the sky is literally the limit! The
WVGC Trampoline Development and Competition Squads will spend Term 1 preparing for and competing at
numerous competitions in the ACT, NSW and TAS. We are all looking forward to seeing what our trampoline
athletes can achieve in the 2020 competition season!

 
Our trampolining classes are held at the Tuggeranong Archery Club Multi-Sport Facility, 299 Soward Way,
Greenway. We run classes on Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays and we have a range of classes to suit every
level. If your child would like to join our trampoline classes please contact the Office.
 
 Class Details are:
 
Recreational Classes (7-10 Years of Age):
Monday: 5:45pm – 7:00pm 
Tuesday: 5:45pm – 7:00pm 
Thursday: 5:45pm – 7:00pm 
 
Recreational Classes (10+ Years of Age):
Monday: 5:45pm – 7:00pm / 7:00pm - 8:15pm
Tuesday: 5:45pm – 7:00pm / 7:00pm - 8:15pm
Thursday: 5:45pm – 7:00pm / 7:00pm - 8:15pm 
 
Development Squad:
Monday/Tuesday: 5:45pm – 7:15pm 
Monday/Thursday: 5:45pm – 7:15pm
Tuesday/Thursday: 5:45pm – 7:15pm
 
Intermediate Competition Squad:
Monday/Tuesday/Thursday: 5:45pm – 7:15pm
 
Senior Competition Squad: 
Monday/Tuesday/Thursday: 7:00pm – 8:45pm

TRAMP



2020 RECREATIONAL CLASS RESTRUCTURE

It has been a fantastic start of term with the implementation and start of our new GFA

Recreational Timetable. The new timetable allows all groups in the gym to have significant

time on the apparatus’ that are needed.  All kids have been introduced to their coaches and

classes are now set for the term. If you have any feed back about classes don’t hesitate to email

office@wodenvalley.net



HOLIDAY PROGRAM
What a bunch of fun our holiday program attendees had these Dec & Jan Holidays. Have a look at some of the photos
taken during our holiday program. We want to thank Canberra Reptile Zoo and Bricks4kidz ACT for running sessions with  
each week. We will be booking with Canberra Retile Zoo and Brick4kidz ACT for the other school holidays in 2020. Our
holiday program registration will be open in Week 5 of school term for April School holidays. Please check our website
for daily activities and sessions available.



GFA Levels
 
A big warm welcome to all our new participants and our kindergymers who have graduated to Kindergarten and big kid
classes.  Last term we saw a HUGE change to our GFA Levels classes. Our GFA coaches came in specially to learn the
skills matrix, program and rotations along with some new skills that were added to the program. We appreciate your
understanding while we finalise our preparations and modifications during these beginning stages of classes. If you do
have any questions or concerns, please email Rosie the program coordinator at rosi@wodenvalley.net 
If you have questions before or after class don’t hesitate to speak to our on-floor supervisor wearing a navy blue polo
shirt or your child’s coach.
 

Save the Date

Club Levels
A few changes came to our Competitive Stream in GFA. 
Our new banner name is Open Levels. 
Open Pink – Level 4/5
Open Purple – 6/7
Open Blue – 8-10
The Open Levels Code has also had a change. Our coaches
have still yet to receive the code so please bear with us as
we will be modifying lesson plans when this code is
updated.  Due to the code change it is now compulsory for
everyone in open levels to attend 2 days a week. This is to
maintain strength, skills and flexibility needed to compete.
It is NOT compulsory to compete. This term choreography
will be finalised for Gymnasts to be taught over April
Holidays. 
 With the changes in our programming we also introduced
our Development Recreational Classes. These classes are
invitation only and gymnasts must commit to 2 days of
training and  in state and interstate competitions.

Saturday 7th March:                                                 WVGC Babysitting Night
Monday 2nd March:                                                   Holiday Program Registration Open
Monday 30th March – Saturday 4th April:     GFA All Levels Strength Week
Thursday 9th April                                                      Last Day Term 1
Sunday 12th April:                                                      EASTER 
Tuesday 14th - Friday 24th April                         April School Holidays
Tuesday 28th April:                                                    First Day Term 2

GFA



GROOVE AND MOVE

Groove and Move is a class for over 50’s.
 

You do not have to have any gymnastics experience or be highly fit. We provide a safe, stimulating environment

where we cater to your individual needs. If you would like to learn to walk on a low beam, improve your

coordination and strength, learn to forward roll, swing from a bar or you would just like to join our group to be

part of a friendly like-minded group, give Groove and Move a try. Your first lesson is FREE!

GROOVE AND MOVE PERFORMANCE TEAM
In term 4 our Groove and Movers travelled to Sydney for the Gymnastics NSW

TeamGym State Championships and the Festival of Gymnastics. Our Groove and

Movers were awarded a Silver in TeamGym and were a definite crowd favourite in

the performance event. The Groove and Move Performance team

members participate in the regular class on a Monday which is open to anyone

over 50 years of age. Members of the Monday class, who would like to participate

in competitions and displays, can join us on a Wednesday morning. You don’t need

any prior gymnastics experience, just a willingness to have a go and work to your

own ability.

Gymnastics is for EVERYBODY! At WVGC we try our best to find a class that will support the needs of everyone. If
you or your child has a disability we will look at how we can enable participation in our club. 
 
Woden Valley Gymnastics Club supports people with Special Needs to be in the gym environment in a class that
suits the needs of the individual. We offer private and small group classes as well as support coaches for those
who are in a non-enable gym class. The club subsidises the program to allow for access for all. 
 
For enquiries about our Enable Gym Program, please email naomi@wodenvalley.net

ENABLE GYM

**Kindergym Only**



Gold, Gold and Silver were the medals of the day for our Teamgym teams that
competed at Gymnastics NSW State Championships 2019. The teams worked
hard and delivered great routines on floor and neat, clean skills on their
tumbling and mini tramp apparatus. It was a proud moment for the coaches to
see WVGC represented to such a high standard. At the Festival of Gymnastics
our combined Jnr and Snr Teams presented a new routine they had been
working on for only 10 weeks. It is a routine we are developing to take to the
Gold Coast in September. The routine received some great feedback. WE are
looking forward to seeing how the routine progresses and what the finished
product will be.  Performance and Teamgym is a Gymsport for anyone of any
age and ability from age 7yrs and up. If you would like to know more about it,
come along to a training session and have a go!

National Acro had a picnic at
Lennox gardens to celebrate

the end of the year. They
had a lot of fun playing

games and eating and doing
acro balances on the

statues.

PERFORMANCE TEAMS AND ACRO END OF YEAR EVENT





ACRO

National Acro went back to training for 2020 in early January
and we were straight into working new skills in all-new
partnerships. This is an exciting time of year as we start to
pick music for routines, narrow down what skills will be in
routines and train all types of choreography.  This term
development acro will be focusing on basic shapes, starting
and finishing their partner skills neatly, and tumbling. We
will also be having lots of trials for development. There are
lots of spots open for young gymnasts who are looking to do
a competitive sport in a team.  If your child is interested,
please book a trial class with the office. For the first term
Acro for Fun are focusing on foundation group skills,
tumbling and trampoline. There are plenty of spaces left in
the class if your child wants to give acro a go. In this class,
we welcome boys and girls of any age and any ability.



Handstands are a

fundamental skill in gymnastics,

being used on all apparatus. It

takes many hours of training to

develop the wrist, shoulder and

core strength required, as

well as the shoulder and hip

flexibility to maintain the correct

shape. Spatial awareness, body

tension and balance are also key

factors. Developing a solid

handstand is essential to create

the foundation required for

future skills. 

ANATOMY OF A SKILL: HANDSTAND

LEGS AND FEET
Legs are straight and

together, toes and ankles are
fully extended and pointed

PELVIC TILT
Hips are tucked under so

that the hips are in an open
position

KNEES
Keep knees strong and

straight by engaging the
VMO muscle

Looking downward toward
hands with shoulders

pressed to ears for
support. Ideally the chin
would be slightly more
tucked to 'hide the ears

HEAD NEUTRAL

SHOULDERS OPEN

ROUNDED
UPPER BACK
Back rounded and held

in 'hollow' position

RIBS IN
Ribs held in  flat. Rib flare

often highlights that
shoulders are lacking

flexibility,a lack of shoulder
or core strength, or

misalignment

PUSHING UP TALL
Pushing up as tall possible
from shoulders all the way

through the torso

ALIGNMENT
Ideally a straight line can be

drawn from wrists to feet 
The gymnast won't be

exactly 90° from the ground

Looking at hands
through the 'eyebrows'

EYES




